
Photography Info 
Hello Photography Students and Parents! 
If your daughter plans on taking photography (35mm or digital) 
this summer, then please read and follow the recommendations 
below. 

35mm Photography Info: 

Working Equipment Is Essential: 
Please send your daughter to camp with a functioning camera.  If you are unsure if the camera works, 
PLEASE have it checked out by a professional before camp. 
Obscure, old, and loved cameras: 
If you are sending your old wonderful camera, please make sure the camera still works!  Please give 
your daughter a lesson or take her to a camera store for a lesson, and write out any special instructions.  
Please do not send your daughter to camp with an obscure camera that she doesn’t know how to use, 
with dead batteries, or without manuals.  Please send a replacement set of batteries with your daughter 
to camp. 
Required: 

 35 mm manual camera with internal light meter such as a Pentax VXM or 
equivalent 

 If the camera does not have a functioning internal light meter, send a 
functioning hand held light meter 

 New batteries and spare batteries (required) 
 Working manual or written directions if needed 
 Beginner students may use a point and shoot camera, if you prefer. 

If Possible: 
 If possible, have your daughter shoot a roll of TriX film and bring it to camp to start the 

program. 
 You or a camera professional should go over the basics of the camera (parts of the camera, 

loading and unloading film, advancing film, reading the light meter, setting aperture and shutter 
speed, and taking off lens) with your daughter before camp. 

Camera Recommendation: 
35mm manual 

 Nikon FM10 BODY w/35-70mm f/3.5-4.8 Lens/CS/USA, $519.00  
SKU#/Catalog#: NIFM103570/1689 

Optional: 
 Back-up point and shoot that takes 35 mm film is recommended, but not necessary 
 Flash is not required 
 Film is supplied at camp; we primarily use Tri-X  

 
Vendor Suggestion:  
B&H in NYC (www.bhphotovideo.com) and by mail, new and used 35mm cameras  
phone number: 212 239 7500 or 800 947 9954. 
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Digital Photography Info:  
 
Digital Camera Recommendations  
(may need to buy a separate memory card for each of these cameras: 

 Canon Powershot ELPH 180 Digital Camera (silver) /reg, $199. 
  SKU#/Catalog#: CAPSE180S/1093C001 
   
 Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ300 Digital Camera (black)/reg., $497.99 

SKU#/Catalog#:PADMCFZ300/DMC-FZ300 
 

 
Additions to Inquire about:  
  UHS-1 SDHC Memory Card  $10.85 

SKU#/Catalog#: SAESD16GBC / SDSDXNE-016G-GNCIN 

 Canon PSC-3200 Deluxe Leather Case (grey)  $7.79 
SKU#/Catalog#: CAPSC3200/4854B001 
 

 GGI SD/HC Reader USB 2.0/reg, $8.95  
SKU#/Catalog#: GGRSDHCU2.0/SDHC 

    
    

 
Vendor Suggestion:  
B&H in NYC (www.bhphotovideo.com) and by mail, new and used 35mm cameras  
phone number: 212 239 7500 or 800 947 9954.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


